Abstract: The general contribution of this research is the implementation of new
Introduction
The Black-Litterman Model (BLM) is assumed as fundamental and valuable contribution to the asset allocation management and optimization of financial investments. The model has been published in 1990 as a report by Goldman Sachs Company. It combines the results of the portfolio theory and Capital Asset Pricing Model. For completeness of the BLM one can refer to [1] [2] [3] [4] . The idea of the BLM is to integrate the historical data about the asset returns with subjective views from experts about the future behavior of these returns. Such combinations of current and historical data are used for making investment decisions whose results will be seen in a future period. The integration of historical data with subjective views of experts has to elaborate the forecasts for the portfolio and asset returns close to their real behavior. The BLM combines the subjective investors' views about their expectations of asset returns with the current state of the market.
The formal description of the BLM suffers from many parameters which have to be identified in a quantitative way by means to provide the next portfolio calculations. The model is not easy for implementation and every attempt to be applied to real cases is a valuable experience for the portfolio theory.
This research makes an inclusion in the estimation of parameters in BLM. For completeness of the presentation the BLM is shortly discussed.
Presentation of Black-Litterman formal model
The BLM is based on and applies important results to the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The MPT originates from the work of Markowitz [5] [6] [7] . Mean variance optimization problem is defined which provides optimal solution for the allocation of investment per assets. The formal optimization problem is defined in quadratic form as ; cov() is co-variation matrix which gives values about the relations between each couple of asset returns (Ei, Ej), i, j=1,…, n; λ  [0; ∞] is a coefficient which gives the value of the ability of the investor to undertake risk: for λ=0 the investor is willing only to maximize its return; for λ=+∞ the investor tries to minimize its risk without considering the portfolio return. The component Ep = E T w opt in the objective function (1) gives value of the portfolio return with the evaluated opt optimal weights of assets. The component p = T opt cov() opt is the risk of the portfolio.
For practical usage of problem (1) the investor has to estimate and forecast the values mean asset returns Ei, i=1,…, n, and their co-variances between each couple of assets. Problem (1) is used in the BLM for the evaluation of the so-called "implied" assets return, which will be explained below.
An important result from the CAPM [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 19] which is used in BLM is the relation between the market average return EM and the weights wM of the assets which comprise the market portfolio. The CAPM defines the so-called Market portfolio which in equilibrium can provide an average return of Em. The market portfolio contains all risky assets and their weights correspond to the market capitalization wM of the assets. Thus, in market equilibrium the values of market return Em and the asset capitalization can be numerically estimated. Both these sets of parameters are general input data for the BLM. Following the relation, given by CAPM between market return Em and the market weights wm(i), i=1,…, n, of the assets; n is the number of assets in market portfolio; the BLM introduces the so-called implied average return П(i) for each asset (Fig. 1) .
Fig. 1. Definition of implied return
The implied return П Т =(П1,..., Пn) differs from the average return Ei of each asset. The value Ei is a real one which is presented on the market but it is influenced by noise and random events which take place in the market. The implied return Пi is theoretically this one which the asset i must have if the market is in equilibrium. Thus, the difference between Ei and Пi has to be assessed and taken into consideration for the investment process. The BLM applies additional subjective views for the purpose to estimate the future average asset return , where n is the number of assets chosen for the portfolio; k is the number of subjective views about the future assets returns; τ is a scalar parameter for tuning the model; Σ is the co-variance matrix evaluated with the historical data about the asset returns; P is the matrix which defines the type of the subjective views (absolute or relative); Ω is a matrix which defines the noise and inaccuracy of the subjective views; Q is a forecast with values defining how the historical assets returns (which are under subjective views) will change. This paper does not consider the way of deriving this relation. For completeness and theoretical proves of relation (2) one can refer to [15] [16] [17] [18] . Following relation (2) and the appropriate theoretical backgrounds in [16] . This paper targets the inclusion of a new type of presentation of the subjective views. Under consideration will be the definition of matrices P, Ω and Q. Thus, the most important BLM formal relation (2) will be in usage.
The next important parameters in (2) concern the formal definition of the subjective views by P, Ω and Q.
Definition of the implied asset returns П
For the definition of the vector of implied returns П the BLM applies unconstrained optimization technique known by the term of "inverse optimization". The content of the inverse optimization is based on evaluation of portfolio weights using a utility function
The component
T П is the excess return of the portfolio (portfolio return EM reduced the risk free rate P) or T П = − . The component T is the risk of the portfolio. The target of the investor is to maximize the utility function (5) by choosing appropriate weights w of the assets in the portfolio. Formally, this target is achieved with lack of considerations by the relations (6) max (( ) → ( ) = 0 = П − ) ,
Considering that is the co-variance matrix of the assets returns estimated by historical data and taking the values w=wm of the market capitalization of returns, the implied returns are evaluated according to (7) П = . In this simple relation the risk aversion coefficient λ is not estimated. Because these evaluations concern the market parameters, λ must be evaluated for the market itself. For this case relation (7) is used. Multiplying the both sides of (7) by the vector T it follows
The left part of (8) presents the excess return of market portfolio or − = T П.
The right part of (8) represents the market risk σm or − = σm.
Hence,
which is not difficult to be evaluated when the market return , market risk σm and the risk free rate L are estimated. Substituting (9) in (7) the values of the implied return П, defined and used in BLM are well estimated
For particular investment cases the values for , σm are evaluated from the behavior of financial indices, evaluated for each stock exchange and financial markets.
Formal presentation of the subjective views
The BLM starts with the evaluation of the implied equilibrium returns. The latter are evaluated applying reverse optimization (7) . The next step of BLM is the definition of the subjective views and their combining with the implied returns.
Different schemes for subjective views are given in references. An equal weighting scheme is applied in [18] . The market capitalization of the assets was chosen in [4] to provide different weights to the views. Market capitalization scheme has been use in [17] to provide relative weights for each asset in the P by division of the asset capitalization by the whole market capitalization. As a result the less capitalization of assets receives smaller relative weights in the matrix of views.
The parameters which are used for the definition of the subjective views are the matrices P, Q, Ω and the scalar τ.
4.1. Definition of matrices P and Q These two matrices are totally defined by the subjective forecasts about the future assets returns. For the BLM the subjective views have absolute and relative forms.
 Absolute form: an investor believes that asset 2 will outperform the next year return with 2.5%. Assuming 4 assets for the portfolio, this view is formalized as = |0 1 0 0|, = |2.5%|. For the case of k views P and Q are matrices of dimensions | × and | ×1 , where each row k in P represents next view. Q(k) is the absolute value of the view. For the illustration case the number of assets is n=4.
 Relative form: an investor believes that the return of asset 2 will outperform with 2.5% this one of asset 3 for the next year. The relative view is formulated as = |0 1 − 1 0|, = |2,5%|. In position P(3) the value of the view is (-1) which corresponds to the decrease of view about the return of asset 3. For the case of k views matrix is defined as T = | 1 2 … |, where Pi, i=1,…, k, are the individual subjective views. The BLM assumes that all views Pi, i = 1,…, k, are independent and not correlated. Relative views which contain more than two assets are also applied [4, 16] .
Definition of matrix Ω
This matrix has to quantify the uncertainty for the views, given by the experts. The value of the variance of each view will give quantitative assessment of the subjective views. For simplification, the BLM assumes that all views are independent and uncorrelated. Thus, matrix Ω representing the co-variances between the views will have diagonal form
where is the dispersion/uncertainty in the i-th view. For the case = 0 the i-th expert has absolute confidence about his view [18] .
The specification of Ω is one of the most difficult tasks in the BLM. The most used form of Ω is [4, 20]
where is the co-variance of the asset returns, P is the matrix of subjective views. Such definition of Ω makes it proportional to the variance of the asset returns. In [9] this relation is extended in the form
where > 0 is a newly introduced parameter. But in this form Ω is not diagonal and the evaluation of −1 raises computational difficulties. Frequently used value of c is = 1 .
In [16] an alternatively developed way of definition of the subjective views is given. It deals with a new parameter, confidence of view. However its inclusion leads to the definition and solution of a new optimization problem, which additionally complicates the utilization of the BLM. This paper will continue with an extension of the Black-Litterman assumption (11) .
Finally, the value of parameter τ has to be estimated. An extensive analysis of the role of τ is given in [14] . The idea of this research is to include the influence of τ for the values of the components of matrix . As this paper does not make extensions for τ, here it is that 0 ≤ ≤ 1 recommended by [1].
Analysis of the matrix Ω
Assuming relation (11) for matrix Ω let's find intuitive interpretation of the components of Ω. For simplicity of the research it has been assumed a portfolio with four assets, n=4. From historical data the co-variance matrix Σ is evaluated. Let's assume that two subjective views have been done, k=2 where the first view P1 states that asset 1 will outperform asset 4. The second view states that asset 2 will outperform asset 3. Following (11) the BLM gives values for Ω as
where is a given co-variance matrix (12) the matrix Ω is not diagonal which means that the views are correlated which contradicts the condition for independence of the views.
The paper makes attempt to interpret relation (14) . For that case let's consider a new virtual portfolio which contains only two assets.
We assume that these two assets participate in the portfolio with equal weights w1= w2 .The formal relation for portfolio risk with two assets is [21] Let's make comparison between relation (14), defined by the experts' views and the theoretical relation (15) . Following (14) , one can claim that the unknown variation of the subjective view w1 is proportional to the risk of a virtual portfolio which contains two assets under consideration with equal weights. Because the subjective view defines an increase of return for the first asset and decreases in forth, as given in 1 = |1 0 0 −1 |, the co-variance σ14 is negative with value defined from the historical evaluated variance matrix Σ. Hence, the BLM uses for the values ωi of the uncertainty of views Ω proportional part of the risk of a virtual portfolio containing the two assets of the relative view.
Following this result, this research makes an attempt to extend the form of such virtual portfolio, applying different weights to the assets in the view.
New weighted form of the relative views
We assume different weights for the relative subjective views. This means that the view P1 in matrix P will be in the form = | 1 0 0 − 4 | for the case n = 4. The values 1 and 4 satisfy the normalization equation (16) | 1 | + | 4 | =1. The description of P means that the first asset is expected to increase (+ 1 ) and the forth one has to decrease (-4 ). Such modification in P matrix will influence the value of ω in Ω. Using (11) (16) takes place the value 1 is proportional to the risk of a new virtual portfolio containing assets one and four with weights 1 and 2 . The virtual portfolio has negative co-variation 41 according to the view P about assets 1 and 4.
This new formalization doesn't respect the currently applied constraint for the sum of views in matrix P to be zero for relative views. Here such constraint is substituted by the new equation (16) for the modes of the components of the views.
This new form of the subjective view is applied in a research for analyzing 10 world indices of well-known markets.
Experiments and application of weighted relative views
The indices of stock exchanges were chosen to enter in a research portfolio as assets (Fig. 2) The experiments were performed for two periods of two years each (Fig. 4) . The periods (2012-2013) and (2014-2015) were divided as A18 =18 months period and A6=6 months period, respectively, B18 and B6. The data, acquired for the asset returns for A18 period are used as historical data for the evaluation of the average returns Ei, risks σi and market capitalization of each index m , i=1,…,10. Having data for A18 period, a subjective view is made applying classical (13) and weighted (17) forms of relative views. The investments with cases (13) and (17) later are compared with the real results for average returns according to the period A6. Thus, numerical comparison is done to find benefits from the new form (17) of subjective views.
Numerical results. Using the initial data defined for each index which plays role as asset in the portfolio for the period 2014-2015 is shown in Fig. 5 . The calculations are illustrated in the same figure.
The co-variance matrix Σ, the average returns 18 the implied returns Пi are initially evaluated before the application the BLM. For the evaluation of Пi, the market return Em was assumed from the Global Dow index. It integrates the data from 150 companies all over the world. The data for Global Dow index were taken from [24] . Thus, for relation (9) , Em and σm are evaluated. For the value of risk free rate L the value of LIBOR were considered. The Thomson Reuters Company publishes the LIBOR value every day. These data are available in [25] . The LIBOR values are used for their average value used in (9) like parameter L.
The subjective views have been defined also by assessing the differences between real and implied returns 18 -П 18 . It is illustrated in Fig. 5 and it is DAX 18 -П DAX 18 = +0.01322, which is the maximal differences for all assets. For SSE this difference is algebraically minimal These results define that EDAX is currently overrated and the investor has to expect decrease in the average return of DAX, EDAX. On the other hand, the SSE asset is under estimated and one has to expect increase in ESSE.
The presentation of this view in terms of P and Q is made by taking into consideration both the average Ei, Пi and the variances σi.
For the case of DAX and SSE the weights in the subjective views are evaluated as 
Comparisons of results
Having data for the first 18 months period, the average returns with BLM were performed with equal weighted views P and weighted Pα views presented earlier. The values of returns with BLM BL and BL i=1,…, 10, are found for each asset.
For the next 6-months period both the average returns 6 and implied returns The graphical presentation of the results is given in Fig. 6 . The results of Fig. 6 show that the weighted view Pα generates conservative forecasts and the errors for cases ∆ 2 and ∆ 4 are lower. These values of the errors for the classical BLM form of views P, case ∆ 1 and ∆ 3 , are higher. 
Conclusions
The classical portfolio theory extends its applications even without the complex model of BLM [26] [27] [28] [29] . But this paper follows the idea of BLM for adding additional considerations for the assessment of the asset returns. The paper particularly suggests modification for the expert views in BLM for asset allocation. The equal views in matrix P have been modified to weighted values Pα which gives different preferences for the increase or decrease of the asset results. It has been proved that this modification has interpretation of accessing the risk of a virtual portfolio which contains assets with different weights. This modified weighting view can be used for the case when subjective views are missing but only historical data are available. For making a relative view, a couple of assets can be identified using the historical data and estimating the minimal and maximal deviation of the average returns from the implied ones. The experimental evaluations give advantages for the weighted views providing more conservative investment policy in comparison to the classical equal weighted forms of Black-Litterman views. The evaluated average returns with the weighted prediction form generate values closer to the real posterior average asset returns. Such quantitative form of views is recommended for cases with lack of experts' assessments and/or for more precise analysis of the historical behavior of the market dynamics. A continuation of this research will be the usage of newer data from the stock markets and the application of this new formal description of expert views for Black-Litterman asset allocation model. R e f e r e n c e s 
